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			Blog Roll: SD Mostly Political

	The South Dakota Standard
SD cannabis legalization campaign will hold statewide petition sign and drive events on Saturday: South Dakotans for Better Marijuana Laws (SDBML), the political group backing a proposed 2024 cannabis legalization ballot measure, announced today that it will be holding petition sign and drive even… 2024.03.20


	South DaCola
Sioux Falls City Councilors share ‘legal summary’ of Delbridge Animals’ fate: Would like to thank the several councilors who shared the legal summary with me, because as you know, I paid for it and have a right to see it, even if it is half-ass; Councilors: The Delbridge work g… 2024.03.20


	South DaCola
Property taxes are high in Sioux Falls. Duh.: I guess if you report stuff 3 or 4 years after the fact, it doesn’t hurt as much? A sampling of Sioux Falls-area residents responding to property tax valuation and resulting property taxes drew a cons… 2024.03.20


	Blog of Joe Kirby
South Dakota’s Closed June Primary Election: Unfortunately, the upcoming 2024 South Dakota primary election promises more of the same for our state. Many voters will be prohibited from meaningful participation and there will be little competitio… 2024.03.19


	The South Dakota Standard
Oil markets are jumpy as the Russia-Ukraine war drags on. Can - should -  the U.S. do more to help Ukraine?: The oil markets are jumpy and moving higher as the Russia-Ukraine war drags on. Shoring up Ukraine (as the poster above entreats in a public domain image posted on wikimedia commons), bringing the war… 2024.03.19


	SoDak Governors
Online Almanac of South Dakota Politics now includes state university presidents: As part of this blog’s continuing quest to inform, the Online Almanac of South Dakota Politics now includes a new … More… 2024.03.18


	Bluestem Prairie
Today in SD Governor side gigs: who leads South Dakota if Noem runs for vice president?: Bluestem was wondering about this question just a couple of days ago. No word in the excellent South Dakota News Watch article below whether she'll find time for her other side gig as a social me… 2024.03.18


	South Dakota News Watch
Who leads South Dakota if Noem runs for vice president? 'I still get to be governor' she says.: Noem is among Donald Trump’s top picks for his running mate. The South Dakota Constitution might keep her from doing both jobs at once.… 2024.03.18


	Bluestem Prairie
Capital Investment Minority Lead Dean Urdahl announces retirement in MN House District 16A: UPDATE 4/18: As noted at the end of this post, I'd be updating this post as more news came in.Early yesterday evening, the West Central Tribune's Tom Cherveny reported in Dean Urdahl will no… 2024.03.17


	South Dakota News Watch
Sports betting delivers a new jackpot for Deadwood casinos: The addition of glitzy betting areas surrounded by massive TVs showing all manner of sporting events has provided Deadwood a jolt of new energy, new clientele and new revenues.… 2024.03.14



Blog Roll: Greater SD Blogosphere

	SleuthSayers
Waving at Plotholes: I have been helping an author, call them A., with a short story.  A. wrote a pretty good tale but it had one problem: near the end a character I'll call Vic Villain did something that seemed very… 2024.03.20


	SleuthSayers
Stolen Opportunities:      Pre-pandemic, my traveling companion and I visited Italy. We journeyed with another couple. I'll call them P and D. On a jaunt to the Amalfi Coast, we took the Circumvesuviana. It sounded co… 2024.03.19


	Idle Hands Dep't
Geography Dvi (Gotta get there subsection): Traveling by air can be .... well, exciting. ....  depending on where you start, finish or connect thru.Here's some ratings ........… 2024.03.18


	Idle Hands Dep't
A Little Saturday Nite Bluegrass  Div  (Traditiona Tribute subsection): A tribute to Jim & Jesse from Bluegrass Express, Don't Say Goodbye If You Love Me.Greg Underwood - Lead Vocal, Bass Jacob Underwood - Tenor Vocal, Mandolin Gary Underwood - Guitar Andrew Hunt… 2024.03.17


	Rant-a-Bit by Scott Hudson
The Ledge #611: Those Big Ten Inch Records: Ten inch records are the forgotten treasures of my library. They're housed in a little side section of my entertainment center, and most are rarely touched. This is why a couple of weeks ago I de… 2024.03.16


	The Poetry of Barry G. Wick
Striped Sky: Striped SkyOver Iowa nowHigh aircraft put long stripesIn a cloudless skySix or more at a timeI come to the porch todayHoping it's the special dayI'll see polka dotsIs it too much to ask for… 2024.03.12


	605 Speaks
Excited to be hosting this show next month in Sioux Falls! It promises to be magical!: … 2024.03.09


	Rant-a-Bit by Scott Hudson
The Ledge #610: New Releases Pt. 2: This week's continuation of last week's new release episode features, once again, no drop off in quality. There's plenty of great new music from both relatively new artists and longtime… 2024.03.09


	The Poetry of Barry G. Wick
The Scars: The ScarsAs an old man I haveMemories of life and adventureIn this new age of instant visionsI've seen a photoOf a naked twenty-somethingPeter Hujar runningIn his photo from the MetAn unprompted… 2024.03.08


	Mark Haugen
"Book ban" trope has officially become a joke:  Anti-Censorship Bookshop Took 3 Days to Start Censoring BooksI have to admit that while I haven't much of an opinion about RuPaul one way or another--he seemed benign enough given what little I… 2024.03.08




    
        
        
    



		
		Hot off the Press!

			
					Change of Focus
									
	
					Surprise! DOE Already Plans to Replace “Smarter Balanced” Test with ACT, Averting Need for Venhuizen’s HB 1002
									
	
					Senate to Clarify Rules: President Pro Tempore Picks Committee Members, with “Advice” from Minority Leader
									
	
					Joint Rule Amendments Let Legislature Tune Out Public Opposition, Exert Direct Rule-Making Power
									
	
					Lassle Letter to Legislature: Spend More Time Hunting for 21st-Century Business Opportunities
									
	
					Early Kill: Senate Education Rejects Hoffman’s Call for More Guns in Schools
									
	
					SB 58: 50% More Language Regulating Money Transmission!
									
	
					Nesiba Nukes NRA Commemoration
									
	
					South Dakota Taxes Remain Regressive, Taxing Lowest 20% More Than National Average
									
	
					Noem’s Numbers Don’t Prove Real Change in Job Growth from Bad-Plumber Ads
									



		What You’re Saying



	
					Mark B on "Lassle Letter to Leg...":
					It is absolutely insane we have 2 senators....
				
	
					Mark B on "Lassle Letter to Leg...":
					To Larry's point, thinks to Wild Bill in addition ...
				
	
					Lawrence Novotny on "Nesiba Nukes NRA Com...":
					The backstory on killing of HC 8001:    Rep Kamero...
				
	
					Arlo Blundt on "Surprise! DOE Alread...":
					Obviously, communication from the Noem Administrat...
				
	
					grudznick on "Senate to Clarify Ru...":
					Young Ms. Frye-Mueller is insaner than most, Mr. N...
				
	
					Reynold F. Nesiba on "Senate to Clarify Ru...":
					My view is that this change in the rule language m...
				
	
					Lee Schoenbeck on "Senate to Clarify Ru...":
					The current practice is that the president pro tem...
				
	
					All Mammal on "Surprise! DOE Alread...":
					Can anyone Governor Noem appoints be trusted for a...
				
	
					Lee Schoenbeck on "Joint Rule Amendment...":
					Amendment D is to clarify some prior confusion abo...
				
	
					jerry on "Senate to Clarify Ru...":
					South Dakota mirrors Iran, no wonder republicans l...
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